
Excerpts from emails sent to James in reference to tonight's (Oct 9th 2016) Show

"I met Korton through Bob Short and then had a stunning event on the trip back home that left
no doubt about his reality. That was circa 1981-82. I had no interest in hooking up with any ET
at the time and nothing came of it immediately. Then I had huge sighting in 1985 and then 
again in 1992. It's a long, long story. Then 25 years later I've ended up predicting and tracking
what Korton talked about on "To Men of Earth," which Daniel Fry used as the title for his book,
originally named "The White Sands Incident."

In my {Web of LiFe} pdf , I cite George Hunt Williamson in Chapter One and evidence for 
Maldek and Tiamat. That would be a good topic to discuss because both Miller and 
Williamson talk about Maldek. When my contacts asked me to go public in 1988, I soon 
realized that people had very little data to evaluate what "is and "is not" in human terms and 
decided to gather evidence for things they talk about. I rarely talk to people about details of 
my contacts until they have some data to evaluate what it means. I started a log of key psi-
telepathy in 2011 for reasons that are clear in the log. 
http://allstarroundup.com/psifactor/psifactor.html

Comparing Mon-ka's message about Maldek with what I found, the current situation on this 
planet, and what George Hunt Williamson wrote about it is a good subject for an interview. 
This is the 60th anniversary of Richard Miller's radio series (1956-2016). What a difference 60
years make in human culture! My findings are in Chapter One of my book and George Hunt 
Williamson's deductions are in "Other Tongues Other Flesh." My latest post on geophysical 
conditions of this planet are on my Facebook Timeline. https://www.facebook.com/krsanna 

CONNECTS MILLER'S MALDEK WITH CHEM TRAILS & HISTORY.

In a twisted tangle of fate, Hillary’s vengeance (i.e. Drones at  Assange) echoes the legacy of 
chem trails and self-destruction of the planet Maldek in the orbit now occupied by the asteroid
belt. Substances containing cadmium, aluminum and lithium that “seared” the minds of the 
people of Maldek, according to a UFO shortwave radio transmission to contactee Richard 
Miller in 1956, are identical to elements in chem trails used on Planet Earth in the 1990s, or 
40 years after the transmission. This cocktail of elements had not been mentioned anywhere 
else in 1956 before it was used in chem trails decades later, and this single factor gives the 
Galactic Confederation’s data transmission credibility. The Confederation related that a more 
advanced civilization had grown on Maldek with two main cities, Karnal and Medur. They had 
gone through evolutionary cycles of war and strife and finally reached a spiritual awareness. 
Medur was a “hanging jewel” of human achievement and many Confederation people visited 
it. After many hundreds of years the people of Maldek were exposed to a fissionable material 
their government was exploring, when a missile containing cadmium, aluminum and lithium 
that had been tampered with exploded over Karnal. People of Karnal accused Medur of 
intentionally causing the accident and, inflamed as they were with exposure to radiation and 
chemicals, demanded retribution. A nuclear war of gigantic proportions ensued, and, bound 
by their laws, the Confederation could not intervene. After many delegations pleaded with the 
people of Maldek to stand down to no avail, the Confederation withdrew. In the war of 
vengeance between the two main cities, instigated by the failed experiment by their 

https://www.facebook.com/krsanna?__mref=message_bubble
http://allstarroundup.com/psifactor/psifactor.html


government, Maldek destroyed itself in nuclear war. Rubble from the planet resides in the 
asteroid belt today. 

Maldek, the Lost Planet: http://innersites.com/issa/miller/space/MSTS-4.rm

On Earth with its chem trails and nuclear radiation, Hillary Clinton has waged vengeance 
attacks against adversaries throughout her adult life and wants to drone strike Julian 
Assange, already confined in the Ecuadorian embassy for five years. 

This madness must stop. 

Best regards, Krsanna 

http://innersites.com/issa/miller/space/MSTS-4.rm

